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This invention relates to a clamping device, and 
particularly to a harness clamp which is adapted 
for holding in place a bundle of insulated wires, 
such as are used, for example, in airplane con 
struction. 
A device suitable for accomplishing the fore 

going purpose embodies a strap one end of which 
is a?ixed to a holder and the other end, after 
passing around a bundle of wires, is adapted to be 
passed beneath a roller and squeezed against the 
other end of the strap upon advancement of the 
roller into clamping position. A strap heretofore 
used for such purpose has been formed with 
smooth surfaces, as a result of which some diffi 
culty has been experienced in retaining the strap 
ends against slippage with respect to each other. 
An object of the present invention is to pro 

vide the inter-engaging surfaces of the strap with 
interlocking shoulders, which permit the free end 
of the strap to be pulled as tightly as desired, but 
which resists movement in the opposite direction, 
whereby the bundle of Wires may be eifectively 
and easily maintained in clamped position. 
Brie?y, the invention is carried out by provid 

ing a saw tooth construction on the interior lon 
gitudinal surface of the strap, wherein each tooth 
has one face extending substantially at a right 
angle to the plane of the outer surface, and has 
the other face inclined from the point of the tooth 
to the base of an adjacent tooth. The inclined 
faces extend towards the point of anchorage, 
whereby the teeth on the free end of the strap 
will slide over those on the ?xed end during the 
clamping operation, and will interlock therewith 
in such manner that the two portions in con 
tiguous engagement are in effect one integral 
piece. 
In the drawings, Fig. 1 is a, perspective view of 

a clamping device embodying the construction of 
the present invention; Fig. 2 is a vertical section 
taken longitudinally through a portion of the 
device of Fig. 1, and illustrating on an enlarged 
scale the inter-locking construction of the coact 
ing shoulders on the strap. 
My device is shown in connection with a holder 

which has a base ID, that is adapted to be fas 
tened to a support H by a securing member I2. 
The holder has side portions l3, each of which 
has a slot M in which a roller I5 is journalled. 
The slots extend upwardly and rearwardly, where 
by the roller, when moved to the upper-most por 
tion, allows the free end 20 of a strap to be passed 
between it and the ?xed portion 2| of the strap. 
The end 2| of the strap is ?xed to the holder 

III by the same securing member I2 which op 
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2 
erates to attach the holder to a support, and the 
strap then extends longitudinally along the base 
of the holder, around the bundle of wires indi 
cated at 25 and beneath a guiding lip 26 on the 
forward and upper end of the holder, then be 
neath the roller I5 after which it may be pulled 
as tightly as desired around the bundle. 
To hold the free end of the strap in desirable 

locking engagement with the ?xed end portion 
thereof, I provide inter-locking shoulders pref 
erably in the form of saw-teeth on the inner lon 
gitudinal surface of the strap. Each tooth has 
one face 31 lying in a plane which extendslsub 
stantially normal to the plane of the outer sur 
face, and has the other face 32 inclined from 
the point of the tooth to the base of an adjacent 
tooth. Additionally the inclined faces extend in 
such manner that the faces 32 slope upwardly to 
wards the ?xed end as is shown in Fig. 2. Thus, 
the inclined faces ride freely over each other 
whenever the free end of the strap is passed be 
neath the roller l5 and is pulled tightly around 
a bundle of wires. The clamping action is com 
pleted by sliding the roller downwardly in the 
slot I4 whereby a camming action between the 
roller and the upper walls of the slots operates to 
force the shoulders on the free end of the strap 
into interlocking engagement with those on the 
?xed end of the strap, thus, in effect, making the 
contiguous portions one integral strip. 
The form of holder or clamp shown is merely 

illustrative, it being understood that the strap 
may be used with other forms of adjustable 
clamps. 
An advantage of the present invention is the 

minimizing of the liability of loosening due to ex 
cessive vibration such as might be present in an 
airplane. The invention has solved a dimcult 
problem in maintaining a tight clamping engage 
ment with a bundle of wires, particularly after 
the clamp has been in use for any extended length 
of time. The interlocking shoulders are capable 
of being readily released whenever desired, or of 
being quickly tightened in the event of shifting 
of any of the wires in the bundle after an initial 
clamping adjustment. 

I claim: 
In a clamping device, the combination of a base 

having raised wings on opposite sides de?ning an 
open-ended strap receiving guide therebetween 
and each wing having a slot inclined upwardly 
from one open end of the guide adjacent the base 
towards the other open end adjacent the top of 
each wing, a roller disposed transversely between 
the raised wings and having its ends extending 
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loosely through the adjacent wing slots respec 
tively, whereby said roller may be freely posi 
tioned along the slot from a position against the 
base to a position spaced vertically therefrom, 
and a strap having one end ?xed to the base be 
,tween the raised wings and the other end adapted 
to be passed around an article externally posi 
tioned adjacent said one open end of the guide 
and looped back through the guide beneath said 
roller in overlapping relation to the ?xed end 
thereof, the outer longitudinal surface of said 
strap being smooth for camming coaction against 
the overlying roller and the inner longitudinal 
surface of the strap having regularly spaced 
transverse shoulders forming a ratcheted sur 
face thereon, each shoulder being inclined grad 
ually towards the other open end of the guide and 
dropping abruptly into the next succeeding shoul 
der, whereby the shoulders on the overlapping end 
of the strap when looped about the article are dis 
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posed in inverted reversed position relative to the 
shoulders on the ?xed portion of the strap and 
are adapted to engage each other in interlocking 
relation under the camming pressure of the roller 
acting against the smooth surface of the strap. 
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